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Shakespeare’s Kids Peter Pan
DIRECTORS NOTES
CAST

PRINCIPALS
PETER PAN
WENDY DARLING
CAPTAIN HOOK
TINKERBELL

ELLA STEWART
MELISSA REID
SAM DONNELLY
ORLAGH BLACK
EMILY MCLEAN

THE DARLINGS
MR DARLING
MRS DARLING
JOHN DARLING
MICHAEL DARLING

CALUM GALBRAITH
CARA THEWLIS
RHYS DAWSON
SHAY MURPHY

THE INDIAN BRAVES
CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
BRAVE WHITE FANG
PRINCESS TIGER LILY
THE TRIBE

CAYDEN MURPHY
LOGAN SIMPSON
EILIDH WEBSTER
ALL SENIORS

THE PIRATES
SMEE
JOHNSON
JACK
MAD RAB
JIM LAD

AVA CRAMB
LIAM REID
ELLA GRAHAM
RACHEL SWALLOW
OLIVIA KNIGHT
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THE LOST BOYS
RUFIO
RED
CHESTNUT
BEAR
FERN
BRAMBLE
FOX
SQUIRREL
SPARROW
HUNTER

BEN SCOTT
SCARLET ALLISON
KAYLA MCNULTY
ELLA MITCHELL
EMILY GALLAGHER
GINA RAB
BILLY
EMILY
LUCY CRAVEN
OLIVIA WILSON

THE FAIRIES
DIAMOND
SAPHIRE
AMETHYST
MOONSHINE
SHIMMER

GIORGIA FRASER
OLIVIA STURIDGE
EVA DRAGNESS
AMELIE ALLISON
REBECCA CASSELLS

THE MERMAIDS
CRYSTAL
AQUA
MISTY

OLIVIA KNIGHT
RACHEL SWALLOW
CHARLOTTE RATHBONE
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SCENE 1
PETER PAN takes centre stage to talk with the audience - Tinkerbell and all her
fairy friends are waiting in the wings.
PETER
Good Evening ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to a wonderful story all
about ME!
He bows and an angry little Tinkerbell storms on stage and gives him a push…
Well really Tink , what could be better than a story about me ?
Tinker bell whispers in his ear
Tell them who you are ? Why everyone knows who I am ..I’m Peter Pan.
Bows again AND tinker bell storms to the side of the stage in a huﬀ ..her friends
march up and surround Peter
MOONSHINE
You know it’s not just your story Peter
DIAMOND
Its a story about all of us here in Neverland
PETER
Well I am the star ..
SAPHIRE
Shaking her head
Really?
Tinkerbell whispers to her crossly
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What’s that Tinkerbell? You want us to do what to Peter?
Tinkerbell does a zip the lips motion and smiles cheekily
PETER
Tink you wouldn’t ..
The fairies grin and sparkle fairy dust and petals on Peter and he tries to speak but
nothing comes out .. Tinkerbell makes her way to the front of the stage
TINKERBELL
Hello everybody, I’m Tinkerbell
My friends call me Tink... Say ‘Hello Tink’
Audience say hello
All fairies line up and introduce themselves to the audience waving and smiling
ALL FAIRIES
Oh hello everyone, my name is …
Oh Tinkerbell this is going to be so much fun .
TINKERBELL
Now before we begin, can you hear me alright because some human
only hear bells when I talk.
Audience nods
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Good.
So are you ready for a magical adventure to hear all about the story of
Peter Pan and Wendy Darling the girl who believed in him ..
DIAMOND
Don’t forget about us Tink
SAPHIRE
There simply wouldn’t be a Pater Pan story without us fairies ..
TINKERBELL
And the most wonderful ..
AMETHYST
Talented
DIAMOND
Beautiful
SAPHIRE
Smart
MOONSHINE
Glamorous
TINKERBELL
Giggles
The most wonderful ..best friends of Peter Pan THE FAIRIES !!
All fairies take a little bow
Well wonderful then come with us ...
SONG 1 - FLY TO YOUR HEART
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SCENE 2
The nursery where Wendy is playing with her brothers John and Michael and their
dog Nana pretending to be in Neverland a place Wendy reads to them about every
night.
SONG 2 - WE ARE THE DARLINGS
JOHN
You scurvy dog , return me treasure or I’ll make you walk the plank.
MICHAEL
Come on and fight me for it Captain Hook ..I’ll feed you to that
crocodile.
WENDY
Your going to have to do better than that to beat Peter Pan! Now gather
round ..
SONG 3 - THE ELEGANT CAPTAIN HOOK
Mrs Darling enters as the song ends all dressed up for a important night with Mr
Darling
JOHN
Mother ..you can be our prisoner
(he wraps a rope around her as she laughs )
Mr DARLING
Nana the dog runs at him boisterously
Get down Nana !! What on earth is all this hullaballoo , the last time I
looked I had 3 children ..Mrs Darling, we are going to be late .
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Mrs DARLING
They were just playing George. Before you know it they won’t be
children any more. They grow so fast ..
Mr DARLING
My cuﬄinks , thats what I was looking for. I left them here the other
night I’m certain of it .
JOHN
You did Father but your going to have to use the treasure map Michael
made to find them. lifts a treasure map from the bed and Michael marches over
very proud
MICHAEL
X marks the spot .
Mrs DARLING
Horrified John! Michael! Is that fathers good shirt ? OH MY ! She giggles
Mr DARLING
Indeed it is. You scoundrels ..
JOHN
No Father we’re Indians
All three throw on feathered headdresses and run around the room making Indian
war cry’s
Mr DARLING
This is outrageous
MRS DARLING
Really George were is your sense of fun.
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MICHAEL
Now with a mermaid tail covering his legs
Look Mother , I’m a mermaid
Mr DARLING
Ive had quite enough ..NANA OUT !!
Wendy your stories have made you all quite wild and out of control.
Its time you GREW UP young lady.
This is your last night in the nursery. Tomorrow you are to become a ...a
lady.
WENDY
And what if I don’t want to grow up ?
Mr DARLING
Everybody has to grow up Wendy.
JOHN & MICHAEL
Peter Pan doesn’t, tell him Wendy.
MR DARLING
THAT IS QUITE ENOUGH !
There is so thing as Peter Pan.
He storms out
JOHN
Why was Father so mean Mother ?
MICHAEL
Doesn’t he love us anymore?
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MRS DARLING
Oh children, why of course he does.
He loves you very much but being an adult is really quite complicated.
JOHN
Exactly why we don’t want to grow up ..
MRS DARLING
We will talk about this tomorrow, its getting late. Michael dear , close
the window.
ALL
NO!!!
WENDY
He might come back.
MRS DARLING
Who might come back ?
WENDY
Peter .. he flies here every night from Neverland. He doesn’t think I
know but ..
MRS DARLING
Thats quite enough about Peter for one night Wendy ..now oﬀ to sleep
all oﬀ you . I love you .
CHILDREN
We love you to Mother.
WENDY
She doesn’t believe me does she ?
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JOHN
We believe you Wendy.
MICHAEL
Sing us the song Wendy , please.
SONG 3 - THE SECOND STAR TO THE RIGHT WITH FAIRIES
They lie down to sleep as Peter and the fairies arrive outside
DIAMOND
It’s all clear Peter , hurry.
SAPHIRE
Their asleep but be quiet.
PETER
Can you see it Tink?
Tink get out here, we have to find my shadow.
Tink is in the toy box trying pieces of costumes and shaking her head with
disapproval .They begin to look everywhere lifting the boys bodies too look
underneath whilst they sleep and then Peter stops to look at Wendy asleep ..
Tinkberbell jingles crossly and FINDING THE SHADOW HOLDS IT UP . Peter
still watches Wendy. She lays the shadow down to talk to the audience.
TINKERBELL
You know it can be so frustrating trying to communicate with Peter
when he gets distracted.
MOONSHINE
Especially by Wendy
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TINKERBELL
Hmmmmmm
PETER
Finding the shadow on the bed .
Oh the cleverness of me !!!
Tinkerbell makes big eyes at the audience
Now I just need to stick it back on..Tink find me some soap ..
Wendy wakes up and watches in amazement as Peter desperately tries to attach his
shadow
WENDY
Peter? Is it really you ? Why are your crying ?
PETER
Yes, it is me Peter Pan and you are ?
WENDY
Wendy. Wendy, Moira , Angela Darling. Pleased to meet you Peter. Were
have you come from? Is it Neverland?
PETER
Neverland, yes..second on the right and straight on till morning.
And I wasn’t crying ..I just couldn’t get my shadow to stay on..
WENDY
Well its never going to work with soap ... it has to be sewn on.
PETER
Whats sewn ..
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WENDY
Oh Peter !
Begins to sew
So tell me Peter, how did you manage to lose your own shadow..
PETER
Girls talk a lot ..
Your... Nana, a dog which is totally weird , she saw me at the window
with Tink last night and pulled it oﬀ ..
WENDY
You were at our window last night?
PETER
Yes, I come for the stories.
WENDY
But my stories are all about you ...and the Lost Boys of course .
PETER
Of course. Thats why I like them so much .
WENDY
There!
She put away her needle and thread delighted .
PETER
Don’t I look splendid
WENDY
Of course, I did nothing.
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PETER
You did a little. (smiles and Wendy smiles back)
Tinkerbell is mad and pulls Wendy’s hair -scene freezes
TINKERBELL 1
To audience Now there’s something you should know.
Although you see me as a normal sized girl I’m really just a two inch
fairy - which is why my voice sounds like bells to most humans
TINKERBELL 2
AND I know I probably shouldn’t have pulled Wendy’s hair but she is
almost as conceited a Peter ..
WENDY
What was that ?
PETER
Tinkerbell she’s my fairy.
WENDY
Oh Peter I don’t believe in ....
PETER
Don’t ..don’t say it. Every time a child says they don’t believe in fairies
a fairy somewhere drops down ...dead .
WENDY
Well I should love to meet this Tinkerbell.
PETER
Tink come here and meet my new friend ...What? She says ..
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TINKERBELL
Your a great big ugly girl WHO CANT EVEN FLY ..and Peter is my ...
Well ..your big and ugly huh !!!
WENDY
What did she say ..
PETER
She says ..your awfully tall.
WENDY
Oh Peter, she’s right isn’t it awful. I have to leave the nursery
tomorrow. Father says I (she impersonates Mr Darling) ‘Have to grow
up and be a lady’ I don’t want to grow up Peter ...I don’t.
PETER
Then you won’t. You will come with me to Neverland and tell your
stories .
MICHAEL
(Sits bold upright) We’re going to Neverland ?
WENDY
You were listening? Yes, we are . Isn’t it wonderful.
JOHN
Woo hoo !!!! PIRATES ..INDIANS..
PETER
Lost Boys and Mermaids ...
MICHAEL
But how will we get there?
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PETER PAN
Why we’ll fly of course .
All it takes is faith, trust and Pixie Dust
SONG 4 - SECOND STAR TO THE RIGHT
During the song they make their way to the window and holding hands
jump one at a time, seeing the star and moon make their way around it
flying holding hands ..led by Peter and oﬀ stage
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SCENE 3
Pirate music plays as pirates enter the decks and go about their duties ..
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN DANCE
SONG 5 A PIRATES LIFE FOR ME
The pirates consume a little too much rum and sit lazily about on the ship ..bored
SMEE
Good Morning to you shipmates
MAD RAB
Whats good about it Mr Smee ..
JOHNSON
When was the last time we had ourselves a battle?
JACK
I’ve almost forgotten how to slit a throat.
JIM LAD
I’m meant to meet Jack Sparrow and go treasure hunting.
JOHNSON
Jack Sparrow eh !!!! Don’t let the Captain here that.
SMEE
Goes to Hook who has his head down on the table asleep ..Captain?
CAPTAIN !!
JOHNSON
Dami it Smee ..now you’ve down it.
HOOK
Smee? Smee?
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Why did you wake me Smee . WHY ???
There I was dreaming of my murderous revenge on that diabolic
PETER PAN Curse you Pan !!!
SMEE
Captain , the ice is melting, the birds are singing ..the flowers are all
in bloom .. It can mean only one thing ...
HOOK
HE’S BACK !!!
Pirates all whisper the message thats he’s back to each there along the line
Oh Smee , see ..if I could find his secret lair I’d capture him and
plunge me cutlass deep into his sickly sweet heart.
SMEE
Indeed you would Captain ..Indeed you would.
HOOK
This must be finished Smee. Smee?
SMEE
Yes Captain?
HOOK
Fetch me the map
SMEE Takes oﬀ his jacket to reveal the map - he is wearing Mr Darlings shirt
HOOK
MEN !!! We need ourselves a plan.
PIRATES
Trying to fake enthusiasm but they’ve heard this a million times before
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Aye Captain ..a plan
Pirates make their way over lazily and they mimic one at a time , Smee and
Hook with lots of drama as though its a new idea …
SMEE
Maybe the Lost Boy hideout is in ...Mermaids Lagoon?
PIRATES
Not Mermaids Lagoon.
HOOK
We’ve trawled the very depths of Mermaids Lagoon.
SMEE
Perhaps in a cave above Cannibal Cove?
PIRATES
Not Cannibal Cove.
HOOK
We dynamited every cave we could find in Cannibal Cove.
SMEE
Hows about ....INDIAN TERRITORY ?
PIRATES
NOT INDIAN TERRITORY !!
HOOK
No ..no..no ..no...
YES !!! I’m quite brilliant.
INDIAN TERRITORY !!! Hook you are a Genius
Pirates all applaud their Captain
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SMEE
Genius Captain , thats you .
HOOK
Those natives know this Island better than anybody. They’ll know
were the Lost Boy hideout is for sure.
We must capture TIGER LILY .
ALL PIRATES
Pretending to be very shocked
TIGER LILY ?
SMEE
(Terrified) But she’s the chiefs daughter Cap’n.
HOOK
Yes, yes, yes ...Tiger Lily.
And if she won’t tell us were those blasted boys are hiding well we’ll
boil her in oil.
JOHNSON
Oil Captain? Thats a bit harsh aint it?
SMEE
I mean she’s a girl Cap’n and a Princess ..That ain’t good form ..
HOOK
GOOD FORM !!! Good FORM ?
BLAST good form Smee ..did Pan show good form when he did this ...
JIMLAD
He’s got a point there …
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SMEE
But I thought you liked your Hook, Captain ..for fixing your hair and
sorts ...
HOOK
Tis true ..tis true.
If I had children which I would not ... but if I did , I would pray they
were born with this ...(holds up his hook) instead of this.
(holds up his sword then tosses it away to show his hand ..the pirates quickly
return it to him as soon as he brings his hand back down)
SMEE
So perhaps Pan did you a favour Capt’n?
HOOK
Oh but Smee ..he fed my hand to that beastly crocodile,lets no forget ,
and that beast has following every day since ..just waiting to get his
jaws on the rest of me. Oh Smeee ... ( starts to weep and throw himself
into Smee’s arms )
SMEE
Pats his back
At least when he got the hand , he swallowed your watch so we can
hear hm coming before he gets too close.
PIRATES
Tick tock.. tick toc. ..
SMEE
I can almost hear him now TICK TOCK , TICK TOCK ..
HOOK
No !!! He’s come for me Smee ... Save me …Save me …
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Climbs into Smees arms
SMEE
There , there Captain. Hows about a nice cup of tea ?
Fetches a little Tinkerbell mug
Now about the girl... ..and Pan
What about a nice treasure hunt with the men .. buried treasure
grrrr ..
PIRATES
Buried treasure oh aye !!!
HOOK
Pull yourself together Hook.
Forget your gold Smee, we will capture that Princes .. I’ll be damned if
let him beat me Smee ...all I want is REVENGE.
Gather round men !!!
SONG 6 REVENGE IS GONNA BE MINE
MAD RAB
Peter Pan Ahoy !!!
HOOK
Damn blast ! It is Peter.
All pirates roar and cheer
SMEE
Double the powder and shorten the fuse !!
JOHNSON
Double the powder and shorten the fuse !!
SMEE
Range 42, 3 degrees west
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JIM LAD
Range 42, 3 degrees west
(The pirates prepare to fire as WENDY , PETER , JOHN and Michael re-enter.. )
WENDY
Oh my! Isn’t it wonderful Michael . Look there’s Mermaids Lagoon .
MICHAEL
There’s Skull Rock ..
JOHN
And there’s Captain Hook and the pirates. Their firing canons. I
wonder who they firing at ?
PETER
Us of course .
Quick Tink take Wendy and the boys to the secret hideout , the lost
boys will be so pleased to have a mother.
WENDY
A mother?
Tinkerbell crosses her arms and pouts ..
PETER
Your still my best girl Tink.
Tinkerbell sighs and smiles at him happily but draws Wendy a mean look and
sticks her tongue out at her when he doesn’t see.
..now go , I’ll distract Hook.
HOOK
FIRE THE WEAPONS !!!
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Peter lands in the water right across from Hook and Smee
SMEE
Looking through his telescope he jumps back as Peter looks right in it..
He’s too close
HOOK
Oh Hello Peter.
Stop floating on the water boy and fight like a man you ...you
coward ..
(With a small dagger Peter reaches over and cuts Hooks trousers which fall down
to reveal Tinkerbell shorts ..)
JOHNSON
Is that there Tinkerbell Captain ?
All pirates start to laugh until Hook flashes his hook.
PETER
Captain please, there may be ladies present.. (flys away)
HOOK
A pox on you Peter Pan ..you blasted boy.
I’ll get you and your little fairy friend too.
Just you wait .
BLACK OUT
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SCENE 4
The Lost Boys Hideout
Fairies carry clouds leading Wendy and the boys to the hideout
Tinkerbell lands first and runs to the Lost Boys leader and whispers in his ear.
RUFIO
What was that Tink?
RED
A Wendy Bird?
BEAR
What’s a Wendy bird?
Tinkerbell points to Wendy in the sky
RUFIO
And Peter said to shoot the Wendy bird ..
RED
Are you sure ?
Tinkerbell nods fiercely ..
RUFIO & RED
Well if Peter said.
RUFIO
Fire at the Wendy bird boys
All lost boys fire their arrows - FIRE !!!(Wendy screams and falls to the earth ,
Michael and John fly down after her and kneel beside her ..the Lost Boys gather
around and stare at her unsure)
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JOHN
Poor Wendy.
Peter lands all proud of himself and strolls over to the boys who turn hiding
Wendy and the boys behind them .
PETER
Lost boys I bring you great news ..
CHESTNUT/BEAR & FOX
Peter we did it - we did it ..We killed the Wendy Bird !!!
PETER
You did what ?
CURLY
We only did what we were told to do.
PETER
I bring you a mother to tell you stories and you KILL HER
RUFIO & RED
She was going to tell us stories ? Start to cry into each others arms
PETER
Who told you to do this ?
CHESTNUT
Rufio.
PETER
Rufio? Rufio who told you to kill the Wendy Bird. Was it Tink?
Tinkerbell is hiding behind the other fairies shaking her head at not to tell..
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CURKY
And I did it Peter in one swift shot with a poisoned arrow just like you
taught me. Go on ..Banish me ..
PETER
Crosses his arms all cross and then smiles ...
Nah! I’ll deal with Tinkerbell when she shows up ...
BEAR & FOX
Look she’s awake -awake .
RUFIO & RED
She’s not dead ?
ALL LOST BOYS
Yeah , we didn’t kill the Wendy bird ..
Wendy sits up smiling
WENDY
No you did not. I’m perfectly fine thank you. Your arrow hit a button
on my nightdress .
TINKERBELL 1
Mimicking Wendy
Your arrow hit a button on my nightdress.
PETER
TINK ? Tinkerbell come out here !!!
You are herby sentenced to high treason for trying to kill the Wendy
bird. Are you guilty or not ?
She shakes her head no until the fairies cross their arms at her and she shakes
sadly, yes .
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PETER
Rufio what shall be her punishment?
RUFIO
Tinkerbell as oﬀ this day you are banished from Neverland
RED
FOREVER !
FAIRIES
Forever ?
RUFIO
Alright then ..1 week. But scram ...
LOST BOYS
Rufio..Rufio..Rufio...
WENDY
Oh my. You are a wild bunch aren’t you.
Don’t you have any grown ups looking after you in Neverland?
SPARROW & SQUIRREL
Grown-ups? Whats a grown up?
CURLY
Grown ups? Not in Neverland
WENDY
But who teaches you ?
ALL LOST BOYS
Why Peter of course .
Are we ready for todays lesson …SONG 7 I Wont Grow Up
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PETER
Come Wendy, lets go see what Hook is up to now. John is it? I’m
leaving you in charge.
JOHN
Marvellous .. So your the Lost Boys are you .
MICHAEL
How did you get lost ?
CHESTNUT
When babies fall from their cribs the fairies carry us to Neverland
JOHN
But where are all the girls? Aren’t there any girls in Neverland.
SPARROW & SQUIRREL
Yuck..Who needs girls.
BEAR
Shakes his head at Sparrow Girls are far too clever to fall from their cribs.
FOX
There is one girl who’s awful pretty .
ALL LOST BOYS
Mocking him as he blushes PRINCESS TIGERLILY !
FOX
Princess Tigerlily awwww
RED
The daughter of the Indian Chief
RUFIO
But we are at war with them you know ..
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JOHN
Really ? At war with the Indians? How exciting !!
MICHAEL
Let us do battle John .
JOHN
Your right Michael.Come on boys whispers to Rufio What should I do ?
RUFIO
Pssst lead .
MICHAEL
All right! Lost Boys ..we march.
SONG 8 FOLLOWING THE LEADER
CURLY
We’re close to the Indians ..Sshhhhhhhh.
SONG CONTINUES ... The Lost Boys are gathered in the a huddle and the
Indians are around them in a circle unknown to the boys .
BIG CHIEF SITTING BEAR
Greeting’s strange creatures from across the Neverland waters ..
RUFIO & RED
Greeting Big Chief Running Bear
All LOST BOYS
Sitting Bear ..
RUFIO & RED
Big Chief Sitting Bear
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CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
HOW !!! For many moons my people the Native Braves of Neverland
have fought your people the Lost Boys ..
RUFIO & RED
For many moons ...
CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
Sometimes you win ...
All LOST BOYS
Sometime we win
The Indian throw a rope around them .. and we see the pirates grab Tigerlily as
she watches and pull her oﬀstage
CHESTNUT & BEAR
And you won this one so cut us loose ... keys..eees . Puts his thumbs up .
JOHN
So its just a game ?
BIG CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
In normal boys voice ..
Well of course its just a game silly .. Back in his Big Chief voice
NOW ! What have you done with Tigerlily?
BEAR
What? We aint got the Princess .
BIG CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
Normal - Well of course you do.
Chief voice - Now tell me where she is or else ..
CHESTNUT
We ain’t got her I tell you
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BIG CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
If Princess Tiger Lily is not returned by sunset then Lost Boys get
burned .. At the stake ..
SPARROW & SQUIRREL
Steak ..Mmmmm dinner ..
RED
I like mine rare thanks.
JOHN
I don’t think thats quite what he meant boys. We have a Princess to
find AND FAST ...come on boys.
MICHAEL
Follow the leader ..haha
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SCENE 5
Mermaids Lagoon
Wendy flying with Peter spies the mermaids - The fairies are watching from the
wings
WENDY
Oh my! It’s the mermaid of Mermaids Lagoon. I must meet them
Peter , I really must.
PETER
No, Wendy you mustn’t.
WENDY
Why ever not Peter?
ALL MERMAIDS
Yes Peter, why ever not ?
SONG 8 SUNBEAMS & SEA
CRYSTAL
Let her come swim with us Peter. We shall’t keep her long .
AQUA
Yes Peter, let her swim with us.
MISTY
Just one week perhaps Peter? Surely you can allow us that?
CRYSTAL
Just one week Peter ...
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AQUA
She can tell us stories ..
MISTY
About you Peter. Stories about you .
CRYSTAL
Whats it like to fly with him Wendy? Come tell me ...
WENDY
Oh peter she’s adorable. One little story can’t hurt now surely?
Wendy reaches to take the hand of the little mermaid and Peter pulls her back
quickly ..
WENDY
Peter?
PETER
She’ll pull you down and keep you down there but they’ll forget you
need to breathe and you’ll drown.
AQUA
Oh Peter, if we drowned her we would apologise
MISTY
Truly we would.
CRYSTAL
Come Wendy , tell me a story..
WENDY
Well....
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PETER
Wanna hear about the time I fed Hook hands to the croc? There I was
at Cannibal Cove...
Mermaids lean on their hands and sigh some with aﬀection others with
exasperation
WENDY
Wait Peter , whats that? Over there ...
PETER
TIGERLILY !!
WENDY
Tigerlily? The Princess of Neverland? Oh Peter she’s been captured.
PETER
HOOK !!!
WENDY
We have to save her Peter. But how???
AQUA
Goodbye Peter.
MISTY
Goodbye Wendy.
CRYSTAL
Come again soon.
WENDY
Good bye girls.
Peter, I think I have a plan. Whispers to Peter
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Enter Hook & Smee and stand at either side of the tied up Tigerlily. Wendy pulls
Peter behind a rock and whispers her plan to him.
HOOK
Aw now Princess Tigerlily , I would that I could set you free my dear
but my problem is this ..
You know were that blasted brat Pan lives and I DO NOT !!!
Tell me ..or DIE !!!
SMEE
Die Captain?
HOOK
Aye die Smee.
Don’t I speak true Smee? Well ?
SMEE
I true. That you do. Come on Tigerlily or its Davy Jones locker for you
an no mistake.
HOOK
What is that ?
Pretending Tiger Lily is speaking to him when really she has her arms crossed
tight and shaking her head defiantly.
Your sacred beliefs? Why there is no paths through water to the happy
hunting ground my dear. NOW SPEAK !!!!
PETER
Pretending to be Hook
Oh what a villainous Hook I am.
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Smee and Hook scream
HOOK
Who goes there?
PETER
It is I. Captain James Hook of the Jolly Rodger. And WHO are you ?
Wendy giggles
HOOK
Terrified Who am I ? Who am I ?
Smee ,who am I?
PETER
You are a ...codfish !
SMEE
You are a codfish Captain .
WAIT ! A codfish ? The Captain of our ship is a codfish?
HOOK
Its that Tinkerbell Smee it has to be ..
I’m Hook I tell you ...I am.
Where are you Tink you blasted fairy ..I’ll l find you and when I do ...
Searches all over for Tinkerbell while the other fairies pull his coat etc and
teasing and scaring him.
PETER
Pretending to be Hook
Mr Smee !
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SMEE
Yes, Captain.
PETER
Release Princess Tigerlily and take her back to her people.
SMEE
But which Captain Hook are you ?
PETER
The real Captain Hook
SMEE
Ohhhhh… okay .
Releases Tigerlily
TIGERLILY
You shall return me to my people Mr Smee as Peter .. I mean your
Captain has commanded.
SMEE
I tried to tell him you’d never betray Pan and the Lost Boys.
TIGERLILY
Indeed. We would not. My people would never betray our friends.
Hook spies Peter and Wendy and creeps up behind them grabbing Peter with his
hook.
HOOK
Well, well ,well Smee. What do we have here?
SMEE
Why it’s Peter Pan. It was you the whole time?
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PETER
Slips under the Hook and steps onto the water.
Come and get me ...Oh thats right your scared of water.
HOOK
Insolent boy .
I’ll slash you to ribbons .
PETER
You’ll cut me to pieces. I know…
HOOK
Smee and the fairies mimic him
I’ll slit your gizzard
They fight and Wendy tries to free Tigerlily but is caught by Smee
SMEE
Not so fast little lady.
WENDY
PETER !!!
PETER
Wendy !!!
Peter turns to face Wendy and hook draws his sword and points it in Peters back
HOOK
I’ve got you this time PETER PAN
PETER
In the back Captain?
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SMEE
That aint good form Captain
WENDY
To Tigerlily and the fairies
I say girls, do you hear something? A sort of ticking noise ?
ALL GIRLS
Tick toc ,tick toc ..
.encourage audience
Tick toc ..tick toc ..
HOOK
No Smee. Noooooooo!
He’s come for Smee, he wants to finish me oﬀ Smee ...
SMEE
I’m coming for you Captain
Hook jumps in the dingy and Smee peddles like mad ..
HOOK
I’ll get you Peter Pan just you wait .

TIGERLILY
In Indian voice
Thank you brave girl from land far far away .
In normal voice Whoa!! That was close. Why don’t you and Peter come
back with me to the camp and celebrate. You’ll love it ..
They run oﬀ
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TINKERBELL & FAIRIES TAKE CENTRE STAGE
TINKERBELL 2
Well, would you look at that.
Our show is just half way through and what fun we’ve had already
TINKERBELL 1
and it looks like Tigerlily and Wendy are going to be wonderful friends
..so maybe she’ll keep her hands of my Peter.
Or maybe in part two I’ll take her for a little visit to mermaid lagoon
myself.
TINKERBELL 2
So boys and girls see you in 15 mins
TINKERBELL 1
and remember no matter what your age or were you’ve come from you have to
believe in magic to have your happy ending .
ALL FAIRIES
See you ....
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SCENE 6
The Indian Camp - Enter Lost boys and Indians
SONG 9 WAR DANCE
BIG CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
Greeting flying boy from across the ocean.
PETER
Greeting Chief Running Bear.
WHITE FANG
Greetings Lost Boys
LOST BOYS
Greetings Mighty White Fang
The chief makes series of Indian style hand moves
WENDY
Peter what is he saying?
PETER
He says “Peter Pan Mighty Warrior save Tiger Lily, make Indian chief
very happy.”
BIG CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
Normal voice Actually I was just asking for some drinks and snacks ...
Indian Voice Are you the boy ..the one who saved Princess Tigerlily ?
PETER
Am I he !!
WENDY
Peter !
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BIG CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
Then from now on my people shall call you Little Flying Eagle .
ALL
Little Flying Eagle, Flying Eagle , Flying Eagle YEAH !!!!
WENDY
I helped too Peter don’t forget. Tell him .
PETER
I will , I will.
Big Chief Running Bear, I forgot to tell you something very important .
BIG CHIEF RUNNING BEAR & WENDY
Yes, Peter?
PETER
UGG A WUGG ,UGG A WUGG , UGG A WUGG , Waaaaaaa
BIG CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
UGG A WUGG ,UGG A WUGG , UGG A WUGG , Waaaaaaa
WENDY
UGG A WUGG ,UGG A WUGG , UGG A WUGG , Waaaaaaa ?
PETER & CHIEF
Places everybody ...
SONG 10 UGG A WUGG
Enter Hook with Smee ( who is trying the Indian dance moves)
HOOK
Looking through his telescope
Look at those fools Smee ...One day Smee..One day ..
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Turns to see Tinkerbell sitting herself crying at the side of the stage..
What have we here Hook? Isn’t this Peters fairy?
SMEE
Indeed it is Captain, thats Tinkerbell that is.
HOOK
But why is she crying?
SMEE
Well the cook told me that the first mate told him that the cabin boy
told him ... that Peter has banished her from Neverland
HOOK
Really? How interesting. Smee fetch Bear ...
SMEE
BEAR !!!
You speak Pixie do you not ?
BEAR
I do indeed Captain.
HOOK
Marvellous. Find out whats wrong with her.
BEAR
Talks to Tinkerbell and gives her a little pat on the back
TINKERBELL 1
Listens very confused
The Turnip is taking a siesta?
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TINKERBELL 2
He definitely did not speak Pixie or any Fairy language for that matter
…
HOOK
Well?
BEAR
She says she’s very depressed poor thing.
HOOK
Poor little thing .
SMEE
Poor little thing .What are you planning to do with her Captain?
HOOK
GRAB HER SMEE !!!
Smee grabs Tinkerbell and she wriggles to get free. Hook takes her bells and pops
them in a jar therefore capturing Tinkerbell. They cheer and head oﬀstage .
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SCENE 7

Captain Hooks Cabin - Enter Hook, Tinkerbell and Smee .Tinkerbell the actor
sits in front of the jar that Hook has on the table which she is meant to be
inside,
HOOK
Acting sweetly
Well Miss Bell, I know that your and Peter are rather good friends my dear ,
So I want you to pass on a little message for me.
Could you do that perhaps.
SHE SHAKES NO...
Good , good. I knew you’d see sense.
Gets all dramatic
Tell Pan I have admitted defeat and that tomorrow I leave Neverland never to
return.
SMEE
Finally Captain. Wait till I tell the men.
HOOK
GET BACK HERE SMEE !!!
Acting sweetly again
Oh dear, we do look sad. Why is that again lads?
JIMLAD
Rumour has it Captain that this ere Tinkerbell was replaced in Peter affections
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JACK
Aye by a certain Wendy bird and her fairytales.
Tinkerbell begins to cry even more ..
HOOK
Oh yes. The way of a man with a maid Smee - taking the best years of her life
and then tossing her aside like a glove.
SMEE
Ain’t it a crying shame Captain. Aint it a shame
Blows his nose on his sleeve.
RUM & COKE
If only we could help the little lady Captain.
JACK
What if the Wendy bird was no longer in the picture so to speak?
HOOK
Marvellous idea men! We could save Peter from Wendy by kidnaping her and
taking her with us when we leave Neverland tomorrow.
SMEE
Then Peter would forget all about her and her stories Captain and this little
lady would get her smile back
JACK
...and more importantly her Pan.
SMEE
Playing along with the plan ..
But Captain we don’t know where to find this Wendy. She’s in the Lost boys
secret hideout. If we just knew were to look ...
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Tinkerbell squeals and tugs on Hooks coat they other fairies watching try to
signal no ...scene freezes .
TINKERBELL 2
Now I wish I could stop right here and tell you I was brave and selfless and I
told that Hook to go smile at a crocodile but I didn’t ..and I cant go back and
change it ..its part of the story now
TINKERBELL 1
So yes, I did it .
I told him were to find Peter and Wendy
Scene unfreezes

HOOK
Whats that you say ? You know were to find the Lost Boys Secret hideout?
Take this down Smee
Smee indicates to the pirates to write on his map and they try to find the
location on his shirt
Hook steps forward grinning to the audience
And of course I promise not to lay a hand ..or hook on Peter.
Excellent . Lets go !!!
TINKERBELL 1
Now I know you think that was really naughty and that fairies are either all
good or all bad but thats not true .
TINKERBELL 2
Just like you we can be both but we’re too little be be both at the same time
TINKERBELL 1
and that day ..
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MOONSHINE
She was very naughty
SAPHIRE
..very naughty indeed.
TINKERBELL
But Peter …..
DIAMOND
Hmmmm. Naughty in the extreme .
ALL FAIRIES
Now lets see what trouble you caused.
AMETHYST
Yes, lets Tinkerbell
TINKERBELLS
Oh dear …
Exit
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SCENE 8
The Lost Boys hideout
Lost boys playing at Indians still excited from the celebrations
PETER
Big Chief Flying Eagle greets his Lost Boys
ALL LOST BOYS
Greetings!!!
JOHN & MICHAEL
Greetings Big Chief Flying Eagle
PETER
Big Chief greets Little Mother
WENDY
Huh !!!
PETER
Why Wendy is that all you have to say to your Chief .
WENDY
Well Peter, it was very unfair of you to take all the credit for saving
Tigerlily when you know full well it was me.
PETER
Didn’t I save Tigerlily ?
WENDY
With my help.
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PETER
Hmmmmm.
WENDY
You are too conceited Peter.
PETER
And why shouldn’t I be.
But then I’m awfully good at being unconceited.
Chief Flying Eagle the unconnected !!!
He poses Lost Boys all cheer ..
WENDY
John and Michael take oﬀ that warpaint and get ready for bed this
instant.
MICHAEL
Big Chief No Sleep
JOHN
Big Chief want story ...
ALL
Yeah a story ..STORY ! STORY ! STORY!!!
WENDY
All right children, very well. Gather around.
Now what shall it be. Snow White ? Cinderella ?
JOHN
Boring. We want Pan.
ALL
Pan, Pan,Pan !!!!
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JOHN
Mother tell us a story about Pan.
WENDY
Mother?Michael, John , you do know I’m not actually your mother
don’t you?
JOHN
But you tell us stories. Therefore you must be our mother.
WENDY
But we’ve just playing. Boys ..don’t you remember our mother ? Or
father?
MICHAEL
Does she have floppy ears ??
WENDY
That was Nana . Oh my !!!
RED
I think I had a mother once .
RUFIO
We did?
BEAR
I had a fat little mouse once ..
CHESTNUT
And I had an acorn …a beautiful acorn it was ..
WENDY
This is dreadful. Boys its time we went home .
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PETER
Little Mother not leave . Stay many moons .
CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
Have big fun time with Indian braves .. No?
WENDY
No! We’ve had quite enough big fun time thank you.
We have to be sensible and besides your not Indian braves ..your just
little boys who don’t want to grow up.
CHIEF RUNNING BEAR
Little boys,big indian chiefs now ..hahaha
WENDY
Huh, John and Michael do you really want to stay and grow up like
savages ..
JOHN & MICHAEL
Savages ...yeah !!!!
WENDY
Oh really.
Crosses her arms upset and the lost boys all dance around her. Hook and the
pirates sneak in unnoticed and surround them
MICHAEL
Wendy, tell me about your mother.
WENDY
Oh Michael, don’t you remember?She was wonderful.
SONG
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HOOK
The Lost Boys secret hideout ...Finally. FINALLY !!!
SMEE
What’s she doing ..
HOOK
Singing?
SONG 11 YOUR MOTHER AND MINE
JOHNSON
I had a mother once ..cries into the other pirates arms
JIM LAD & JACK Mama ....
Smee is crying with the rest of the pirates and Hook is pretending not to be
emotional.
WENDY
Mother and Father loved us very much. Father worked so hard and
mother was so beautiful ...don’t you remember?
MICHAEL
I think I want to go home now.
PETER
Well go back. Grow up. See if I care .
WENDY
Peter?
PETER
Mothers
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storms oﬀ
WENDY
Oh my ! That boy needs a mother most of all.
RED
We want a mother Wendy. Takes us with you.
RUFIO
Yes.Take us with you.
CHESTNUT
Does she bake?
WENDY
The most wonderful cookies.
CHESTNUT & BRAMBLE
YEAH !! I wanna go , I wanna go.
HUNTER & FOX
We’re going to have a mother? Our very own mother?
WENDY
I’m sure mother will be thrilled to look after all of you. Now lets pack
all our ...
HOOK
ATTACK!!!
Pirates charge in , grab and tie up all Lost Boys.
WENDY
Oh my !!!
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They take everyone prisoner LEADING THEM OFF STAGE leaving Hook and
Smee alone
SMEE
What about Peter Captain? Will we wait for him and finish him oﬀ...
HOOK
How could you Smee.
I promised Miss Tinkerbell I wouldn’t lay a hand or hook on the boy.
SMEE
And you meant it?
HOOK
Of course not silly.
I’ll keep my word indeed I have something rather special planned for
the boy !!
Turns to audience
YOU’LL SEE !
Exit
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SCENE 9
The Pirate Ship
Tinkerbell is still trapped in the glass and Wendy, the boys and lost boys are all
tied up ready to walk the plank.
SONG 12 WALK THE PLANK
BEAR
I wanna join …
CHESTNUT
I wanna join ..
RED
Pulls to join but Rufio pulls her back to stay with the Lost Boys
But Rufio, we cant swim?
WENDY
Boys, this isn’t a game. Their pirates for goodness sake.
RED
Pirates forever -Lost Boys never...
RUFIO
Pirates NEVER ! Lost boys forever ..
RED
I wanna be pirate ..Grrrrrrr .
WENDY
Aren’t you ashamed of yourselves? What ever would Peter say?
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RED
Well Captain Hook makes a very convincing case Wendy Pirates or the
plank?
JOHN
But Peter will save us . Lucy craven
WENDY
Oh really John ? Peter thinks only of Peter.
HOOK
Your right as always dear. Peter won’t be helping anyone anymore.
CURLY
Not after he gets our little present. Eh Captain?
SMEE
A little surprise sweetie you might say ..
HOOK
Now don’t look at me like that Miss Tinkerbell. I said hand or
hook ...remember.
I can see our little friend now ..perhaps reading the very thoughtful
message you left him Wendy dear .
WENDY
ME???
We see Peter reading the message on the card of a little box left for him by Hook
PETER
“Dear Peter. I am so sorry I upset you. You truly are a marvellous boy.
Love Wendy.
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PS Do not eat until 6 o’clock.” Hmmmm
Shakes box confused opens it and takes out a green pie.
HOOK
Wendy, it appears you made him a most delicious pie filled with TNT.
ALL
TNT?
BIG CHIEF
TNT? Little chief in Big BIG trouble
SMEE
At 6 o’clock boys your Peter goes KABOOM !
TINKERBELL
NO!!! He said he wouldn’t harm Peter. Fairies HELP !!!
Fairies rush forward
MOONSHINE
You called ?
SAPHIRE
Tinkerbell, why did you do it ?
DIAMOND
Why did you tell him were to find Peter?
SHIMMER
She was jealous of course.
STAR
Jealous of a human girl...seriously.
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STAR
Since when does a fairy get jealous of a girl?
DIAMOND
When she forgets she’s the boys fairy and not fiancee ...
MOONSHINE
Tinkerbell maybe we could talk to you about how to avoid these
situations in the future .Huh?
SPARKLE
She was jealous because she wants Peter to see thats she is just as
wonderful as he is.
STAR
She just needs to believe in herself a little more, thats all.
TINKERBELL
NO TIME !!! NOW!!! Open the jar.
We need our happy ending or the story is ruined...hurry.
AMETHYST & SAPHIRE
Quick ..we must find Peter .
HOOK
Oh my ..how time flies when your having fun .
18 seconds and Peter is ...15 seconds ..14 ..
PETER
13 ...Oh I want treat it now...
ALL
12..11..10..
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Fairies rush in an stop in front of Peter all trying to tell him at once ...
PETER
Hi Tink ..fairies ..whats that? Oh your trying to tell me their names?
Tink is this a game ? Hey my pie ....
Fairies grab the pie and pass around quickly ..
SAPHIRE
Who’s idea was this?
DIAMOND
Well we didn’t really have a plan now did we?
MOONSHINE
ITS GOING TO EXPLODE !!!
ALL
What will we do TINK..WHAT WILL WE DO !!!
TINKERBELL
I’m sorry Peter. This was all my fault.
She flies oﬀ and we hear the sound of a huge explosion .
EVERYONE
NO !!!!!!!!!!
HOOK
Oh my !!! That was unexpected .
SMEE
Poor little mite.
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PETER
No !! Please Tinkerbell wake up.
You saved me. Tinkerbell . Please wake up.
FAIRIES
Tinker bells in trouble ..oh no !!!
They all gather around in horror
SHIMMER
I think its too late .
STAR
Oh my. She was so brave .
PETER
I won’t give up and neither should you. She’s my Tinkerbell.
SAPHIRE
There might be one way we can save her Peter but I’m not sure it'll
work anymore. Children don’t believe in magic any more , not like
they used too.
DIAMOND
Maybe, just maybe ..if enough children believed..
SAPHIRE
We have to try.
PETER
I appeal to all the children
To everyone of you
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Say you believe in fairies,
It’s the least that you can do.
I’m waiting for your answer
A clap, a shout , a cry
Don’t let me down , everyone ..
Don’t let my Tinkerbell die ….
SONG 13 YOU GOTTA BELIEVE
You did it. You saved my Tinkerbell.
They all hug and cheer .
Tinkerbell jumps up and shakes like crazy .
PETER & FAIIRES
What? Wendys in trouble ..lets go...
Back at the ship Wendy is about to walk the plank .
WENDY
Goodbye boys.Be good.
JOHN
Good-bye sister.
Peter runs on grabs her just as she’s about to fall
WENDY
Peter? Tinkerbell , fairies ..thank you.
PETER
This time you’ve gone too far Hook.
They fairies run and free the Lost Boys .
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LOST BOYS
Peter! Peter ! Peter !!!
The Lost Boys jump up and run to a pirate but the pirates draw their swords and
the boys are terrified the are pushed back by the swords into a group.
FAIRIES
Come on girls ... We have to help.
The fairies race around confusing the pirates
JOHNSON
HELP !! Get them oﬀ.Get them oﬀ.
HOOK
Blasted fairies ,their EVERYWHERE !!!
Fairies grab all the swords and fly oﬀ throwing them in the oceon.
Michael and John grab a big rope and run around capturing all the pirates
BOYS
We did it .We did it.
PETER PAN
Now its just the two of us Hook!
HOOK
Finally I shall have my revenge.Come Peter you coward fight me here
on the ship like a MAN
RUFIO
Nobody calls Peter a coward .
Rufio steps in front of Hook just as he draws his sword and is cut down in front
of Peter.
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PETER & WENDY
No!!
RED
Rufio? NO !!!
Peter looks sadly at the distraught Red and then upset he grabs his
sword and stands up to face Hook. They sword fight with Hook
leading the way right across the stage but Red trips him up and he
falls on his bottom.
ALL CHEER
HOOK
Good from boy, good form .
Now you wouldn’t actually strike me Peter boy.
What is Neverland without its villain ?
What is Peter ..without Hook.
WENDY
He’s right Peter.
TINKERBELL
He’s just a mean old man without a mother.
PETER
Say your a codfish ..and I’ll let you go.
HOOK
Fine , fine fine .. I’m a codfish
Every laughs Peter turns to the audience ..Hooks laughs louder grabs his sword
and points it at Peters back.
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WENDY
PETER !!! No !!!-Think Wendy think.. Wait, whats that I hear? Is that
a ticking ..
She glances at her brothers and the fairies signalling to join in her prank
Tic tock???
JOHN AND MICHAEL Tic tock
FAIRIES Tic tock ....
ALL
Tic toc , tic toc ....
HOOK
No. NO NO !!!IT CANT BE !!!
ITS THE CROC !!
He’s coming for me .. SMEE HELP !!!!
The crocodile enters from side of the stage
SMEE
I’m coming Captain..
A giant croc comes closer Smee runs oﬀ and grabs a giant hammer- keeping Hook
behind him they try to hit it with a giant hammer but it comes for them and they
run oﬀ terrified ..
ALL
HOORAY FOR CAPTAIN PETER !
PETER
No. Hooray for Captain Wendy .She saved us all. Tinkerbell I think its
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time we went home .
Cant you make this ship fly do you think?
WENDY
Well then ..its just past the second star to the right ..
TINKERBELL
And straight on till morning ..I know .
HOOK
Running back on ...
Don’t leave me Pan.
Pan???
SEE’S CROC AGAIN AND RUNS OFF ONCE MORE
Everyone waves !!!
FINALE
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